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ABSTRACT
We present a pedagogical review of some of the methods employed in Eulerian computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). Fluid mechanics is governed by the Euler equations, which are conservation laws for
mass, momentum, and energy. The standard approach to Eulerian CFD is to divide space into nite
volumes or cells and store the cell-averaged values of conserved hydro quantities. The integral Euler
equations are then solved by computing the flux of the mass, momentum, and energy across cell bound-
aries. We review both rst-order and second-order flux assignment schemes. All linear schemes are either
dispersive or diusive. The nonlinear, second-order accurate total variation diminishing (TVD) approach
provides high resolution capturing of shocks and prevents unphysical oscillations. We review the relaxing
TVD scheme, a simple and robust method to solve systems of conservation laws like the Euler equations.
A 3-D relaxing TVD code is applied to the Sedov-Taylor blast wave test. The propagation of the blast
wave is accurately captured and the shock front is sharply resolved. A sample 3-D relaxing TVD code is
provided.
Subject headings: hydrodynamics–methods: numerical
1. Introduction
Astrophysical structure formation and the dynam-
ics of astrophysical systems involve nonlinear gas dy-
namical processes which cannot be modeled analyti-
cally but require numerical methods. One would like
to address the challenging problem of star formation
and how this process produces planetary systems. Ob-
servations of the X-ray emission from hot gas in galaxy
clusters, the Sunyaev-Zeldovich eect in the CMB
spectrum, and the Lyman alpha forest in the spec-
tra of quasars are only meaningful if we understand
the gas dynamical processes involved. The evolution
of complex systems is best modeled using numerical
simulations.
A large class of astrophysical problems involve col-
lisional systems where the mean free path is much
smaller than all length scales of interest. Hence, one
can appropriately adopt an ideal fluid description of
matter where the thermodynamical properties of the
fluid obey well known equations of state. Conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy allows one to write
down the Euler equations which govern fluid mechan-
ics (?, See)]lan87. This formalism is an ideal basis for
simulating astrophysical fluids.
Hydrodynamical simulations are faced with chal-
lenging problems, but advancements in the eld have
made it an important tool for theoretical astrophysics.
One of the main challenges in simulating complex fluid
flows is the capturing of strong shocks, which fre-
quently occur and play an important role in gas dy-
namics. The dierential Euler equations are ill-dened
at shock discontinuities where derivatives are innite.
Much eort has been devoted to solving this problem
and a eld of work has resulted from it. Computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) is a powerful approach to
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simulating fluid flow with emphasis on high resolution
capturing of shocks and prevention of numerical insta-
bilities. Both Eulerian and Lagrangian methods have
been developed.
Lagrangian methods based on smoothed parti-
cle hydrodynamics (?, SPH;)]gin77,lucy77 consider a
Monte-Carlo approximation to solving the fluid equa-
tions, somewhat analogous to N -body methods for
the Vlasov equation. SPH schemes follow the trajec-
tories of particles of xed mass which represent fluid
elements. The Lagrangian forms of the Euler equa-
tions are solved to determine smoothed fluid variables
like density, velocity, and temperature. The particle
formulation does not naturally capture shocks and
articial viscosity is added to prevent unphysical os-
cillations. However, the addition of articial viscosity
broadens shocks over several smoothing lengths and
degrades the resolution. The Lagrangian approach has
a large dynamic range in length but not in mass. It
achieves good spatial resolution in high density regions
but does poorly in low density regions. SPH schemes
must smooth over a large number of neighbouring
particles, making it computationally expensive and
challenging to implement in parallel.
The standard approach to Eulerian methods is to
discretize the problem and solve the integral Euler
equations on a Cartesian grid by computing the flux of
mass, momentum, and energy across grid cell bound-
aries. In conservative schemes, the flux taken out of
one cell is added to the neighbouring cell and this en-
sures the correct shock propagation. Flux assignment
schemes based on the total variation diminishing con-
dition (Harten 1983) have been designed for high or-
der accuracy and high resolution capturing of shocks,
while preventing unphysical oscillations. The Eule-
rian approach has a large dynamic range in mass but
not in length, opposite to that of Lagrangian schemes.
In general, Eulerian algorithms are computationally
faster by several orders of magnitude. They are also
easy to implement and to parallelize.
The purpose of this paper is to present a pedagog-
ical review of some of the methods employed in Eu-
lerian computational fluid dynamics. In x2 we briefly
review the Euler equations and discuss the standard
approach to discretizing conservation laws. We de-
scribe traditional central dierencing methods such as
the Lax-Wendro scheme in x3 and more modern flux
assignment methods like the TVD scheme in x4. In
x5 we review the relaxing TVD method for systems of
conservation laws like the Euler equations, which has
been successfully implemented for simulating cosmo-
logical astrophysical fluids by Pen (1998). A sample
3-D relaxing TVD code is provided in the appendix.
2. Eulerian Hydrodynamics
The Euler equations which govern hydrodynamics
are a system of conservation laws for mass, momen-
tum, and energy. In dierential conservation form, the
continuity equation, momentum equation, and energy


















[(e + P )vi] = 0 : (3)
The physical state of the fluid is specied by its density




v2 + " : (4)
In practice, the thermal energy " is evaluated by sub-
tracting the kinetic energy from the total energy. For
an ideal gas, the pressure P (") is related to the thermal
energy by the equation of state,
P = (γ − 1)"; (5)
where γ is the ratio of specic heats. Another thermo-
dynamic variable which is of importance is the sound








The thermodynamical properties of an ideal gas obey
well known equations of state, which we do not fully
list here. We have omitted gravitational and other
source terms like heating and cooling in the Euler
equations since this paper will not cover those prob-
lems.
The dierential Euler equations require dieren-
tiable solutions and therefore, are ill-dened at jump
discontinuities where derivatives are innite. In the
literature, nondierentiable solutions are called weak
solutions. The dierential form gives a complete de-
scription of the flow in smooth regions, but the integral
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form is needed to properly describe shock discontinu-
ities. In integral conservation form, the rate of change
in mass, momentum, and energy is equal to the net
flux of those conserved quantities through the surface
enclosing a control volume. For simplicity of notation,
we will continue to express conservation laws in dier-
ential form, as a shorthand for the integral form.
2.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics
The standard approach to Eulerian computational
fluid dynamics is to discretize time into discrete steps
and space into nite volumes or cells, where the con-
served quantities are stored. In the simplest case, the
integral Euler equations are solved on a Cartesian cu-
bical lattice by computing the flux of mass, momen-
tum, and energy across cell boundaries in discrete time







= 0 ; (7)
where u = (; vx; vy; vz ; e) contains the conserved
physical quantities and F (u) represents the flux terms.
In practice, the conserved cell-averaged quantities
un  u(xn) and fluxes F n are dened at integer
grid cell centres xn. The challenge is to use the cell-
averaged values to determine the fluxes F n+1/2 at cell
boundaries.
In the following sections, we describe flux assign-
ment methods designed to solve conservation laws like
the Euler equations. For ease of illustration, we begin






= 0 ; (8)
where F (u) = vu and v is a constant advection veloc-
ity. Equation (8) is referred to as a linear advection
equation and has the analytical solution,
u(x; t) = u(x− vt; 0) : (9)
The linear advection equation describes the transport
of the quantity u at a constant velocity v.
In integral flux conservation form, the 1-D scalar










dx = 0 ; (10)
where x1  xn−1/2 and x2  xn+1/2 for our control
cells. Let F tn+1/2 denote the flux of u through cell
boundary xn+1/2 at time t. Note then that the second
integral is simply equal to F tn+1/2 − F tn−1/2. The rate
of change in the cell-integrated quantity
R
udx is equal
to the net flux of u through the control cell. For a
discrete time step, the discretized solution for the cell-









The physical quantity u is conserved since the flux
taken out of one cell is added to the neighbouring cell
which shares the same boundary. Note that Equa-
tion (11) has the appearance of being a nite dier-
ence scheme for solving the dierential form of the 1-
D scalar conservation law. This is why the dierential
form can be used as a shorthand for the integral form.
3. Centered Finite-Difference Methods
Central-space nite-dierence methods have ease of
implementation but at the cost of lower accuracy and
stability. For illustrative purposes, we start with a
simple rst-order centered scheme to solve the linear
advection equation. The discretized solution is given
by Equation (11) where the fluxes at cell boundaries,
F tn+1/2 =





are obtained by taking an average of cell-centered
fluxes F tn = vu
t
n. The discretized rst-order centered









In this form, the discretization has the appearance
of using a central dierence scheme to approximate
spatial derivatives. Hence, centered schemes are of-
ten referred to as central dierence schemes. In prac-
tice when using centered schemes, the discretization is
done on the dierential conservation equation rather
than the integral equation.
This simple scheme is numerically unstable and we
can show this using the von Neumann linear stability














where N is the number of cells in our periodic box. In












where ck are the Fourier series coecients for the ini-
tial conditions u(x; 0). Equivalently, the time evolu-
tion of the Fourier series coecients in Equation (14)






where the numerical dispersion relation !(k) is com-
plex in general. The imaginary part of ! represents the
growth or decay of the Fourier modes while the real
part describes the oscillations. A numerical scheme
is linearly stable if Im(!)  0. Otherwise, the Fourier
modes will grow exponentially in time and the solution
will blow up.
The exact solution to the linear advection equation
can be expressed in the form of Equation (9) or by
a plane-wave solution where the dispersion relation is
given by ! = vk. The waves all travel at the same
phase velocity !=k = v in the exact case.
The centrally discretized linear advection equation
(Equation 13) is exactly solvable. After m times steps,
the time evolution of the independent Fourier modes
is given by
cm∆tk = (1− i sin )m ck ; (17)
where   vt=x and  = 2kx=N . The disper-
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For any time step t > 0, the imaginary part of ! will
be > 0. The Fourier modes will grow exponentially in
time and the solution will blow up. Hence, the rst-
order centered scheme is numerically unstable.
3.1. Lax-Wendroff Scheme
The Lax-Wendro scheme (Lax & Wendro 1960) is
second-order accurate in time and space and the idea
behind it is to stabilize the unstable rst-order scheme
from the previous section. Consider a Taylor series
expansion for u(x; t + t):










and replace the time derivatives with spatial deriva-
tives using the conservation law to obtain

















For the linear advection equation, the eigenvalue of




















In conservation form, the solution is given by Equation





F tn+1 + F
t
n
− (F tn+1 − F tn vt2x : (22)
Compare this with the boundary fluxes for the rst-
order scheme (Equation 12). The Lax-Wendro
scheme obtains second-order fluxes,







by modifying the rst-order fluxes F (1) with a second-
order correction.
The stability of the Lax-Wendro scheme to solve
the linear advection equation can also be determined
using the von Neumann analysis. The discretized Lax-
Wendro equation (Equation 21) is exactly solvable




1− 2(1 − cos)− i sinm ck ; (24)
where   vt=x is called the Courant number and





















Fig. 1.| The phase error Re(!) and the amplica-
tion factor Im(!) for the Lax-Wendro scheme with
parameters N = 100, v = 1, and  = 0:9.
It is important to note three things. First, the Lax-
Wendro scheme is conditionally stable provided that
Im(!)  0, which is satised if
vt
x
 1 : (26)
This constraint is a particular example of a general
stability constraint known as the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewyor (CFL) condition. The Courant number  is
also referred to as the CFL number. Second, for  = 1
the dispersion relation is exactly identical to that of
the exact solution and the numerical advection is ex-
act. This is a special case, however, and it does not test
the ability of the Lax-Wendro scheme to solve general
scalar conservation laws. Normally, one chooses  < 1
to satisfy the CFL condition. Lastly, for  < 1 the dis-
persion relation !(k) for the Lax-Wendro solution is
dierent from the exact solution where ! = vk. The
dispersion relation relative to the exact solution can
be parametrized by
!  ! − ! : (27)
The second-order truncation of the Taylor series
(Equation 20) results in a phase error Re(!) which is
a function of frequency. In the Lax-Wendro solution,
Fig. 2.| Lax-Wendro scheme used to linearly advect
a square wave (solid line) once (dashed line) and ten
times (dotted line) through a box of 100 grid cells at
speed v = 1.
the waves are damped and travel at dierent speeds.
Hence the scheme is both diusive and dispersive.
In Figure (1) we plot the phase error Re(!) and
the amplication term Im(!) for the Lax-Wendro
scheme with parameters N = 100, v = 1, and  = 0:9.
A negative value of Re(!) represents a lagging phase
error while a positive value indicates a leading phase
error. For the chosen CFL number, the high frequency
modes have the largest phase errors but they are highly
damped. Some of the modes having lagging phase er-
rors are not highly damped. We will subsequently see
how this becomes important.
A rigourous test of the 1-D Lax-Wendro scheme
and other flux assignment schemes we will discuss is
the linear advection of a square wave. The challenge is
to accurately advect this discontinuous function where
the edges mimic Riemann shock fronts. In Figure (2)
we show how the Lax-Wendro scheme does at advect-
ing the square wave once (dashed line) and ten times
(dotted line) through a periodic box of 100 grid cells
at speed v = 1 and  = 0:9. Note that this scheme
produces numerical oscillations. Recall that a square
wave can be represented by a sum of Fourier or sine
waves. These waves will be damped and disperse when
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Fig. 3.| The phase error Re(!) and the amplication
term Im(!) for the Lax-Wendro scheme (boxes)
and the rst-order upwind scheme (crosses) with pa-
rameters N = 100, v = 1, and  = 0:9.
advected using the Lax-Wendro scheme. Figure (1)
shows that the modes having lagging phase errors are
not damped away. Hence, the Lax-Wendro scheme is
highly dispersive and the oscillations in Figure (2) are
due to dispersion. We leave it as an exercise for the
reader to advect a sine wave using the Lax-Wendro
scheme. Since there is only one frequency mode in this
case, there will be no spurious oscillations due to dis-
persion, but a phase error will be present. For a com-
prehensive discussion on the family of Lax-Wendro
schemes and other centered schemes, see Hirsch (1990)
and Laney (1998).
4. Upwind Methods
Upwind methods take into account the physical na-
ture of the flow when assigning fluxes for the discrete
solution. This class of flux assignment schemes, whose
origin dates back to the work of Courant, Isaason, &
Reeves (1952), has been shown to be excellent at cap-
turing shocks and also being highly stable.
We start with a simple rst-order upwind scheme
to solve the linear advection equation. Consider the
case where the advection velocity is positive and flow
Fig. 4.| First-order upwind scheme used to linearly
advect a square wave (solid line) once (dashed line)
and ten times (dotted line) through a box of 100 grid
cells at speed v = 1.
is to the right. The flux of the physical quantity u
through the cell boundary xn+1/2 will originate from
cell n. The upwind scheme proposes that, to rst-
order, the fluxes F tn+1/2 at cell boundaries be taken
from the cell-centered fluxes F tn = vu
t
n, which is in the
upwind direction. If the advection velocity is negative
and flow is to the left, the boundary fluxes F tn+1/2
are taken from the cell-centered fluxes F tn+1 = vutn+1.





F tn if v > 0 ,
F tn+1 if v < 0 .
(28)
Unlike central dierence schemes, upwind schemes are
explicitly asymmetric.
The CFL condition for the rst-order upwind
scheme can be determined from the von Neumann
analysis. We consider the case of a positive advection
velocity. After m time steps, the Fourier modes evolve
according to
cm∆tk = [1− (1 − cos)− i sin ]m ck ; (29)
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where   vt=x and  = 2kx=N . The disper-




















The CFL condition for solving the linear advection
equation with this scheme is to have   1, identical to
that for the Lax-Wendro scheme. For  < 1 the dis-
persion relation !(k) for the rst-order upwind scheme
is dierent from the exact solution where ! = vk.
This scheme is both diusive and dispersive. Since it
is only rst-order accurate, the amount of diusion is
large. In Figure (3) we compare the dispersion rela-
tion of the upwind scheme to that of the Lax-Wendro
scheme. The Fourier modes in the upwind scheme also
have phase errors but they will be damped away. The
low frequency modes which contribute to the oscilla-
tions in the Lax-Wendro solution are more damped
in the upwind solution. Hence, one does not expect to
see oscillations resulting from phase errors.
In Figure (4) we show how the rst-order upwind
scheme does at advecting the Riemann shock wave.
This scheme is well-behaved and produces no spurious
oscillations, but since it is only rst-order, it is highly
diusive. The rst-order upwind scheme has the prop-
erty of having monotonicity preservation. When ap-
plied to the linear advection equation, it does not allow
the creation of new extrema in the form of spurious os-
cillations. The Lax-Wendro scheme does not have the
property of having monotonicity preservation.
The flux assignment schemes that we have discussed
so far are all linear schemes. Godunov (1959) showed
that all linear schemes are either diusive or dispersive
or a combination of both. The Lax-Wendro scheme is
highly dispersive while the rst-order upwind scheme
is highly diusive. Godunov’s theorem also states
that linear monotonicity preserving schemes are only
rst-order accurate. In order to obtain higher order
accuracy and prevent spurious oscillations, nonlinear
schemes are needed to solve conservation laws.
4.1. Total Variation Diminishing Schemes
Harten (1983) proposed the total variation di-
minishing (TVD) condition which guarantees that
a scheme have monotonicity preservation. Applying
Godunov’s theorem, we know that all linear TVD
Fig. 5.| The TVD scheme using the minmod flux
limiter is applied to the advection of a square wave.
schemes are only rst-order accurate. In fact, the only
linear TVD schemes are the class of rst-order up-
wind schemes. Therefore, higher order accurate TVD
schemes must be nonlinear.
The TVD condition is a nonlinear stability condi-





juti+1 − utij ; (31)
is a measure of the overall amount oscillations in u.
The direct connection between the total variation and
the overall amount of oscillations can be seen in the
equivalent denition







where each maxima is counted positively twice and
each minima counted negatively twice (?, See)]lan98.
The formation of spurious oscillations will contribute
new maxima and minima and the total variation will
increase. A flux assignment scheme is said to be TVD
if
TV (ut+∆t)  TV (ut) ; (33)
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Fig. 6.| The TVD scheme using the superbee flux
limiter is applied to the advection of a square wave.
which signies that the overall amount of oscillations is
bounded. In linear flux-assignment schemes, the von
Neumann linear stability condition requires that the
Fourier modes remain bounded. In nonlinear schemes,
the TVD stability condition requires that the total
variation diminishes.
We now describe a nonlinear second-order accurate
TVD scheme which builds upon the rst-order mono-
tone upwind scheme described in the previous section.
The second-order accurate fluxes F tn+1/2 at cell bound-
aries are obtained by taking rst-order fluxes F (1),tn+1/2
from the upwind scheme and modifying it with a sec-
ond order correction. First consider the case where the
advection velocity is positive. The rst-order upwind
flux F (1),tn+1/2 comes from the averaged flux F
t
n in cell n.
We can dene two second-order flux corrections,
FL,tn+1/2 =




F tn+1 − F tn
2
; (35)
using three local cell-centered fluxes. We use cell n
and the cells immediately left and right of it. If the
advection velocity is negative, the rst-order upwind
flux comes from the averaged flux F tn+1 in cell n + 1.
Fig. 7.| The TVD scheme using the Van Leer flux
limiter is applied to the advection of a square wave.
In this case, the second-order flux corrections,
FL,tn+1/2 = −




F tn+2 − F tn+1
2
: (37)
are based on cell n+1 and the cells directly adjacent to
it. Near extrema where the corrections have opposite
signs, we impose no second-order correction and the
flux assignment scheme reduces to rst-order. A flux
limiter  is then used to determine the appropriate
second-order correction,





which still maintains the TVD condition. The second-
order correction is added to the rst-order fluxes to get
second-order fluxes. The rst-order upwind scheme
and second-order TVD scheme will be referred to
as monotone upwind schemes for conservation laws
(MUSCL).
Time integration is performed using a second-order












using the rst-order upwind scheme to obtain the half-









using the TVD scheme on the half-step fluxes F t+∆t/2.
The reader is encouraged to show that is second-order
accurate.
We briefly discuss three TVD limiters. The min-
mod flux limiter chooses the smallest absolute value
between the left and right corrections:
minmod(a; b) = 12 [sign(a) + sign(b)] min(jaj; jbj) :
(41)
The superbee limiter (Roe 1985) chooses between the
larger correction and two times the smaller correction,




minmod(a; 2b) if jaj  jbj ;
minmod(2a; b) otherwise .
(42)
The Van Leer limiter (Van Leer 1974) takes the har-





The minmod limiter is the most moderate of all
second-order TVD limiters. In Figure (5) we see that
it does not do much better than rst-order upwind
for the square wave advection test. Superbee chooses
the maximum correction allowed under the TVD con-
straint. It is especially suited for piece-wise linear
conditions and is the least diusive for this particular
test, as can be seen in Figure (6). Note that no ad-
ditional diusion can be seen by advecting the square
wave more than once through the box. It can be shown
that the minmod and superbee limiters are extreme
cases which bound all other second-order TVD lim-
iters. The Van Leer limiter diers from the previous
two in that it is analytic. This symmetrical approach
falls somewhere inbetween the other two limiters in
terms of moderation and diusion, as can be seen in
Figure (7). It can be shown that the CFL condition
for the second-order TVD scheme is to have  < 1.
For a comprehensive discussion on TVD limiters, see
Hirsch (1990) and Laney (1998).
5. Relaxing TVD
We now describe a simple and robust method to
solve the Euler equations using the monotone upwind
scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) from the pre-
vious section. The relaxing TVD method (Jin & Xin
1995) provides high resolution capturing of shocks us-
ing computationally inexpensive algorithms which are
straightforward to implement and to parallelize. It
has been successfully implemented for simulating cos-
mological astrophysical fluids by Pen (1998).
The MUSCL scheme is straightforward to apply to
conservation laws like the advection equation since the
velocity alone can be used as a marker of the direc-
tion of flow. However, applying the MUSCL scheme to
solve the Euler equations is made dicult by the fact
that the momentum and energy fluxes depend on the
pressure. In order to determine the direction upwind of
the flow, it becomes necessary to calculate the flux Ja-
cobian eigenvectors using Riemann solvers. This step
requires computationally expensive algorithms. The
relaxing TVD method oers an attractive alternative.
5.1. 1-D Scalar Conservation Law
We rst present a motivation for the relaxing
scheme by again considering the 1-D scalar conser-
vation law. The MUSCL scheme for solving the linear
advection equation is explicitly asymmetric in that it
depends on the sign of the advection velocity. We now
describe a symmetrical approach which applies to a
general advection velocity.
The flow can be considered as a sum of a right-
moving wave uR and a left-moving wave uL. For a
positive advection velocity, the amplitude of the left-
moving wave is zero and for a negative advection ve-
locity, the amplitude of the right-moving wave is zero.













where c = jvj. The two waves are traveling in opposite
directions with advection speed c and can be described












(cuL) = 0 : (47)
The MUSCL scheme is straightforward to apply to
solve Equations (46) and (47) since the upwind direc-
tion is left for the right-moving wave and right for the










= 0 : (48)
where FR = cuR and FL = cuL. For the discretized
solution given by Equation (11), the boundary fluxes





from the right-moving and left-moving waves, respec-
tively. Note that the relaxing advection equation will
correctly reduce to the linear advection equation for
any general advection velocity.
Using this symmetrical approach, a general algo-
rithm can be written to solve the linear advection
equation for an arbitrary advection velocity. This
scheme is indeed inecient for solving the linear ad-
vection equation since one wave will have zero am-
plitude. However, the Euler equations can have both
right-moving and left-moving waves with non-zero am-
plitudes.
5.2. 1-D Systems of Conservation Laws
We now discuss the 1-D relaxing TVD scheme and
later generalize it to higher spatial dimensions. Con-






= 0 ; (49)
where for the Euler equations, we have u = (; v; e)
and F (u) the corresponding flux terms. We now re-













(cu) = 0 ; (51)
where c(x; t) is a free positive function called the freez-
ing speed. The relaxation system contains two coupled
vector linear advection equations. In practice, we set
w = F (u)=c and use it as an auxiliary vector to cal-
culate fluxes. Equation (50) reduces to our 1-D vector
conservation law and Equation (51) is a vector conser-
vation law for w.
In order to solve the relaxed system, we decouple




















(cuL) = 0 : (55)
Equations (54) and (55) are vector linear advection
equations, which can be interpreted as right-moving
and left-moving flows with advection speed c. Note
the similarity with their scalar counterparts, Equa-
tions (46) and (47). The 1-D vector relaxing conser-









= 0 ; (56)
where F R = cuR and FL = cuL. The vector relaxing
equation can now be solved by applying the MUSCL
scheme to Equations (54) and (55). Again, note the
similarity between the vector relaxing equation and its
scalar counterpart, Equation (48).
The relaxed scheme is TVD under the constraint
that the freezing speed c be greater than the charac-
teristic speed given by the largest eigenvalue of the flux
Jacobian @F (u)=@u. For the Euler equations, this is
satised for
c = jvj+ cs : (57)
Jin & Xin (1995) considered the freezing speed to be
a positive constant in their relaxing scheme while we
generalize it to be a positive function. Time integra-
tion is again performed using a second-order Runge-
Kutta scheme and the time step is determined by sat-
isfying the CFL condition,
cmax∆t
∆x
 1 : (58)
Note that a new freezing speed is computed for each
partial step in the Runge-Kutta scheme. The CFL
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number  = cmaxt=x should be chosen such that
cmax will be larger than max(ctn) and max(c
t+∆t/2
n ).
We now summarize the steps needed to numerically
solve the 1-d Euler equations. At the beginning of
each partial step in the Runge-Kutta time integra-
tion scheme, we need to calculate the cell-averaged
variables dened at grid cell centres. First for the
half time step, we calculate the fluxes F (utn) and the
freezing speed ctn. We then set the auxiliary vector




n and construct the right-moving waves













F tn+1/2 = F
R,t
n+1/2 − F L,tn+1/2 : (60)
The rst-order upwind scheme is used to compute
fluxes at cell boundaries for the right-moving and left-
moving waves. For the full time step, we construct the
right-moving waves uR,t+∆t/2n and left-moving waves
u
L,t+∆t/2
n , using the half-step values of the appropri-









is computed using the second-order TVD scheme. This
completes the updating of ut to ut+∆t.
We have found that a minor modication to the
implementation described above gives more accurate
results. Consider writing the flux of the right-moving
and left-moving waves as:
FR = cGR ; (62)
F L = cGL ; (63)
where GR is the flux of µR = uR=c and GL is the
flux of µL = uL=c. The linear advection equations for
µR and µL are similar to Equations (54) and (55), but
where we replace uR with µR and uL with µL. For
each partial step in the Runge-Kutta scheme, the net
fluxes at cell boundaries are then taken to be
F n+1/2 = cn+1/2(G
R
n+1/2 −GLn+1/2) ; (64)
where we use cn+1/2 = (cn+1 + cn)=2. In practice, this
modied implementation has been found to resolve
shocks with better accuracy in certain cases. Note
that the two dierent implementations of the relaxing
TVD scheme are identical when a constant freezing
speed is used.
5.3. Multi-Dimensional Systems of Conserva-
tion Laws
The 1-D relaxing TVD scheme can be generalized
to higher dimensions using the dimensional splitting
technique by Strang (1968). In three dimensions, the
Euler equations can be dimensionally split into three
separate 1-D equations which are solved sequentially.
Let the operator Li represent the updating of ut to
ut+∆t by including the flux in the i direction. We rst
complete a forward sweep,
ut+∆t = LzLyLxut ; (65)
and then perform a reverse sweep
ut+2∆t = LxLyLzut+∆t ; (66)
using the same time step t to obtain second-order
accuracy. We will refer to the combination of the for-
ward and reverse sweeps as a double sweep.
A more symmetrical sweeping pattern can be used
by permutating the sweeping order when completing
the next double time step. The dimensional splitting
or operator splitting technique can be summarized as
follows:
ut2 = ut1+2∆t1 = LxLyLzLzLyLxut1 ; (67)
ut3 = ut2+2∆t2 = LzLxLyLyLxLzut2 ; (68)
ut4 = ut3+2∆t3 = LyLzLxLxLzLyut3 ; (69)
where t1, t2, and t3 are newly determined time
steps after completing each double sweep.
The CFL condition for the 3-D relaxing TVD
scheme is similarly given by Equation (58), but with
cmax = max[(cx)max; (cy)max; (cz)max] : (70)
where ci = jvij + cs. Note that since max(jvij) is on
average a factor of
p
3 smaller than max(jvj), a di-
mensionally split scheme can use a longer time step
compared to an un-split scheme.
The dimensional splitting technique also has other
advantages. The decomposition into a 1-D problem al-
lows one to write short 1-D algorithms, which are easy
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to optimize to be cache ecient. A 3-D hydro code is
straightforward to implement in parallel. When sweep-
ing in the x direction, for example, one can break up
the data into 1-D columns and operate on the indepen-
dent columns in parallel. A sample 3-D relaxing TVD
code, implemented in parallel using OpenMP direc-
tives, is provided in the appendix.
6. Sedov-Taylor Blast Wave Test for 3-D Hy-
dro
A rigourous and challenging test for any 3-D Eule-
rian or Lagrangian hydrodynamic code is the Sedov-
Taylor blast wave test. We set up the simulation box
with a homogeneous medium of density 1 and neg-
ligible pressure and introduce a point-like supply of
thermal energy E in the centre of the box at time
t = 0. The challenge is to accurately capture the
strong spherical shock wave which sweeps along ma-
terial as it propagates out into the ambient medium.
The Sedov-Taylor test is used to model nuclear-type
explosions. In astrophysics, it is often used as a basic
setup to model supernova explosions and the evolution
of supernova remnants (?, See)]shu92.
The analytical Sedov solution uses the self-similar
nature of the blast wave expansion (?, See)]lan87.
Consider a frame xed relative to the centre of the
explosion. The spherical shock front propagates out-







where  = 1:15 for an ideal gas with γ = 5=3. The







Since the ambient medium has negligible pressure, the
shocks will be very strong. The density 2, velocity v2,









































Fig. 8.| Sedov-Taylor blast wave test conducted in a
box with 2563 cells. The data points are taken from
a random subset of cells and the solid lines are the
analytical self-similar solutions.
The immediate post-shock gas density is constant in
time, while the shocked gas velocity v2 and pressure P2
decrease as t−3/5 and t−6/5, respectively. The full ana-
lytical Sedov-Taylor solutions can be found in Landau
& Lifshitz (1987).
The 3-D relaxing TVD code based on the van Leer
flux limiter is applied to capturing the Sedov-Taylor
blast wave. We set up a box with 2563 cells and con-
stant initial density 1 = 1. At time t = 0, we inject a
supply of thermal energy E = 105 into one cell at the
centre of the box. The simulation is stopped at time
t = 283, in which the shock front has propagated out to
a distance of rsh = 110 cells from the centre. In Figure
(8) and (9) we plot the radial distributions of density,
momentum, and pressure, normalized to 2, 2v2, and
P2 respectively. The data points are taken from a ran-
dom subset of cells and the solid lines are the analytical
Sedov-Taylor solutions. Despite solving a spherically
symmetric problem on an explicitly non-rotationally
invariant Cartesian grid, the anisotropic scatter in the
results is small. The distance of the shock front from
the centre of the explosion as a function of time is in-
deed given by Equation (71), demonstrating that the





















Fig. 9.| A closeup of the Sedov-Taylor blast wave.
The resolution of the shock front is roughly two grid
cells and the anisotropic scatter is less than one grid
cell.
agation. The resolution of the shock front is roughly
two grid cells. The numerical shock jump values of 2,
v2, and P2 are resolution dependent and come close to
the theoretical values for our test with 2563 cells. We
leave it as an exercise for the reader to test the code
using the minmod and superbee flux limiters.
7. Summary
We have presented several numerical schemes for
solving the linear advection equation and given the
CFL stability conditions for each scheme. We have
implemented the relaxing TVD scheme to solve the
Euler system of conservation laws. The second-order
accurate TVD scheme provides high resolution captur-
ing of shocks, as can be seen in the Riemann shock test
and the Sedov-Taylor blast wave test. The 1-D relax-
ing TVD scheme can be easily generalized to higher
dimensions using the dimensional splitting technique.
A dimensionally split scheme can use longer time steps
and is straightforward to implement in parallel. We
hope to have convinced the reader that Eulerian com-
putational fluid dynamics is a powerful approach to
simulating complex fluid flows because it is simple,
fast, and accurate.
We thank Joachim Stadel and Norm Murray for
comments and suggestions on the writing and editing
of this paper.
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A. 3-D Relaxing TVD code
We provide a sample 3-D relaxing TVD code written in Fortran 90. The code is implemented using OpenMP
directives to run in parallel on shared memory machines. The code is fast and memory friendly. The array u(a,i,j,k)
stores the ve conserved hydro quantities a = (; vx; vy; vz; e) for each cell (i,j,k) in the Cartesian cubical lattice
with side length nc. For each sweep, we rst call the subroutine timestep to determine the appropriate time step dt
which satises the CFL condition. The updating of u by including the flux in the x direction is performed by the
sweepx subroutine. The data array u is divided into 1-D array sections u1d(a,i) which are operated on by the relaxing
subroutine. The independent columns are distributed amongst multiple processors on a shared memory machine by
the OpenMP directives.
The relaxing TVD subroutine in this sample code is written for ease of readability and therefore, is not fully
optimized. At the beginning of each partial step in the Runge-Kutta time integration scheme, the cell-averaged
variables dened at grid cell centres are calculated by the averageflux subroutine. The fluxes at cell boundaries for
the right-moving and left-moving waves are stored in fr and fl, respectively. We have implemented the minmod,
superbee, and Van Leer flux limiters and the user of the code can easily switch between them.
We have provided some initial conditions for the Sedov-Taylor blast wave test. The reader is encouraged to test the
code and compare how the various flux limiters do at resolving strong shocks. This sample code does not implement
the modied relaxing TVD scheme described at the end of x5:2, which has been found work very well with the Van
Leer flux limiter but unstable with superbee for the 3-D Sedov Taylor test. We have found that the superbee limiter
is often unstable for 3-D fluid simulations. Please contact the authors regarding any questions on the implementation
of the relaxing TVD algorithm.
program main
implicit none
integer, parameter :: nc=64,hc=nc/2
real, parameter :: gamma=5./3,cfl=0.9




























































































!$omp end parallel do
dt=cfl/cmax


























































real, dimension(nc) :: c
real, dimension(5,nc) :: u,u1,w,fu,fr,fl,dfl,dfr















































real, dimension(5,nc) :: f,a,b,c
c=a*b













real, dimension(5,nc) :: f,a,b
where (abs(a) .gt. abs(b))
f=f+(sign(1.,a)+sign(1.,b))*min(abs(a),abs(2*b))/2.
elsewhere
f=f+(sign(1.,a)+sign(1.,b))*min(abs(2*a),abs(b))/2.
endwhere
return
end subroutine superbee
end program main
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